The Arts and Crafts and Aesthetic Movements, Art Nouveau, the Modern Movement, its rivals Art Deco and the Moderne, American Streamlining and Modern, Pop, Op, Surrealism, Hi-Tech, Post-Modernism, Deconstructivism, and many other styles of interior design are charted in this concise but wide-ranging survey. From the Modern movement inspired by leading architects such as Le Corbusier and Frank Lloyd Wright, to groups and schools such as the Bauhaus, to glamorous Art Deco decorators such as Emile-Jacque Ruhlmann, to the virtually anonymous ethnic styles, Anne Massey signposts the changes of direction in interior design.

ABSTRACT

The Russians returned to the Soviet interest in furniture of the mid-twentieth century. The apartments with modern design are increasingly lamps, radiograms and other household items typical of a standard Khrushchev 1960-ies. 15-20 years ago people threw away such things, considering them junk, now the furniture and decor became fashionable and sold in online stores. About it “RBC-real Estate” told the Moscow interior designers.